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This week's Messy Monday, which is all about the behind the scenes things we as
entrepreneurs and humans deal with, came in fierce and focused. Focused on goal
setting, getting over road blocks and embracing our ages. 

Do you set goals? For life?  For business?  For all the things that can come our way
to find balance and accomplish it all? Whether you use a calendar or need an
accountability buddy the conversation seemed to circle back toward YOU.  You set
your goals!  You determine how to accomplish goals!  You can change goals for
your best self! 

The goal conversation shifted to the realization that sometimes we hit road blocks. 
 Like writers block when we're trying to get our next story onto the pages. Multiple
people in the community took the opportunity to get over this block in a writing
and accountability group. Maybe a group isn't the right fit for you but turning the
screen off or reading out loud is a better way to get past this kind of block and
continue toward your writing goals.  

One of the best parts about goals and getting past blocks is there is no limit!  You
can set and achieve your goals regardless of age! Being a fierce goal-setter is
backed by conversation.  Be it with other people or in our own heads,  do you ever
catch the age-ism comments?  Whether we are making jokes because we don't
know how to process or in auto-pilot response being aware is essential to
reworking our brains and habits. What are some goals you're actively working on?

Did you know we have conversations every week day on Clubhouse? Connect with
Kim and the My Sexy Business Team at mysexybusiness.com to find out more.
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